Electrochemical CO Reduction: A Property of the Electrochemical Interface.
Electrochemical CO reduction holds the promise to be a cornerstone for sustainable production of fuels and chemicals. However, the underlying understanding of the carbon-carbon coupling toward multiple-carbon products is not complete. Here we present thermodynamically realistic structures of the electrochemical interfaces, determined by explicit ab initio simulations. We investigate how key CO reduction reaction intermediates are stabilized in different electrolytes and at different pH values. We find that the catalytic trends previously observed experimentally can be explained by the interplay between the metal surface and the electrolyte. For the Cu(100) facet with a phosphate buffer electrolyte, the energy efficiency is found to be limited by blocking of a phosphate anion, while in alkali hydroxide solutions (MOH, M = Na, K, Cs), OH* intermediates may be present, and at high overpotential the H* coverage limits the reaction. The results provide insight into the electrochemical interface structure, revealing the limitations for multiple-carbon products, and offer a direct comparison to experiments.